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To understand how the Persian language developed over time, we un-
cover the dynamics of complexity of Persian orthography. We represent
Persian words by L-systems and calculate complexity measures of these
generative systems. The complexity measures include degrees of non-
constructability, generative complexity, and morphological richness;
the measures are augmented with time series analysis. The measures are
used in a comparative analysis of four representative poets: Rudaki
(858–940 AD), Rumi (1207–1273), Sohrab (1928–1980), and Yas
(1982–present). We find that irregularity of the Persian language, as
characterized by the complexity measures of L-systems representing the
words, increases over temporal evolution of the language.

Introduction1.

Generation of culture-related motifs, for example, oriental ornaments
or scripts, is among the hot topics of computer graphics and virtual re-
ality [1–4]. The patterns can be produced in a “natural” way using
simulated biological, physical, or chemical processes growing plants
as L-systems [5]; precipitating reaction-diffusion media [6] are based
on the actual mathematical equations designed by scientists to model
the studied phenomena. Other approaches include cellular automata.
Thus, Arata et al. [7] used cellular automata with a Margolus neigh-
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borhood  to  model  an  interactive  free-form  scheme  within  a  three-
dimensional  voxel  space  for  designing  virtual  clay  objects.  They  as-
sumed  each  voxel  is  allocated  a  finite-state  automaton  that  repeats
state  transitions  according  to  the  conditions  of  its  neighbor  voxels.
Xu et al. [8] used a computational approach to digital Chinese callig-
raphy and painting. Ahuja and Loeb [9] utilized a number of geomet-
ric  shapes  to  tessellate  the  “Six-Ali”  pattern.  In  [10]  a  prototype  for
performing  geometrical  transformations  was  introduced  with  the  aim
of  decorative  designs  using  Kufic  square  scripts.  Ma’qeli  script  is  a
sort  of  ancient  Persian  script  with  amazing  features.  Minoofam  et  al.
[11–13]  generated  all  forms  of  the  Ma’qeli  script  with  synchronous
block two-dimensional asynchronous cellular automata and a Margo-
lus neighborhood as well as three holy Islamic words using L-systems.
To  show  the  simplicity  and  efficiency  of  the  proposed  method,  they
conducted  a  set  of  experiments  in  which  the  capability  of  both  syn-
chronous  and  asynchronous  cellular  automata  with  one-  and  two-
dimensional  structures  and  different  neighborhoods  was  examined.
They have shown that the script, as a graphical primitive, has the ca-
pability  of  being  utilized  in  creative  environments  such  as  computer
games, animations, and so forth [14].

L-systems  were  conceived  to  formally  describe  the  growth  process
of  plants,  and  in  this  context  they  were  extensively  studied  by  biolo-
gists and theoretical computer scientists; see [15, 16] for classic refer-
ences.  Another  area  of  applications  of  L-systems  was  discovered  by
Smith  [17],  who  applied  them  to  generate  realistic  images  of  plants
and  trees  for  computer  imagery  purposes.  Prusinkiewicz  [18]  has
shown  that  graphical  applications  of  L-systems  were  not  limited  to
plants  and  trees,  but  also  included  a  wide  range  of  fractal  systems.
Later, he presented an application of L-systems to the algorithmic gen-
eration  of  musical  scores  [19].  To  this  end,  strings  of  symbols  pro-
duced by an L-system are given a musical interpretation. The musical
and graphical interpretations of L-systems are closely related. Because
of  the  fractal  nature  of  the  created  figures,  the  described  approach  is
related  to  the  work  of  Dodge  and  Bahn  [20]  and  Voss  and  Clarke
[21].  In  other  research,  Worth  and  Stepney  [22]  showed  that  music
can  also  be  represented  by  grammars,  and  it  is  possible  to  interpret
L-systems  musically.  They  searched  for  simultaneous  “pleasing”
graphical  and  musical  renderings  of  L-systems.  This  idea  for  forming
musical scores, which are a special form of a script, also motivates re-
searchers to work on other types of scripts. 

Dehshibi  et  al.  [23,  24]  generated  180  words  of  a  Persian  poem
“Neyname”  with  L-systems.  The  main  reason  for  choosing  the  Per-
sian  language  is  its  baseline,  cursive  structure,  and  agglutinative  na-
ture [25, 26]. They constructed complexity hierarchies of selected Per-
sian words and provided insights on how the complexity of the poem
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changes  during  the  poem’s  spatial  development.  In  the  present  paper,
we  build  on  our  previous  work  [23,  24]  by  producing  all  combina-
tions of words in selected examples of Persian literature. The paper is
structured as follows. Section 2 provides background information and
an  overview  of  algorithms  proposed  by  Dehshibi  et  al.  [23,  24].  The
method  of  generating  sentences  is  presented  in  Section  3.  Section  4
analyzes  the  dynamics  of  complexity  measures.  Concluding  remarks
are presented in Section 5. 

Growing Persian Words with L-Systems2.

An L-system is a parallel rewriting system and a type of formal gram-
mar,  which  was  introduced  to  describe  rules  of  plant  growth.  The
first  ever  representation  of  a  language’s  words  using  L-systems  was
proposed  by  Dehshibi  et  al.  [23,  24].  They  introduced  grammars  and
rules  of  a  Persian  poem  from  Rumi,  the  so-called  “Neyname,”  and
generated  108  words.  Although  the  application  is  very  interesting,
this  work  suffers  from  a  case-by-case  graphical  word  formation,
which  is  not  expandable  to  the  whole  of  the  Persian  language,  much
less other languages. In this paper, we aim at completing this work so
as  to  find  rules  for  forming  all  combinations  of  words  in  a  language,
focusing on Persian orthography. Moreover, several kinds of complex-
ities are also defined to analyze the proposed method and find change
in  the  constructability  of  the  Persian  language.  Surprisingly  enough,
the  results  were  promising  and  demonstrate  the  efficiency  of  the  pro-
posed analysis in showing the evolution of a language. Again, a ques-
tion that may be created for researchers and readers is the bizarre and
confusing  connection  between  L-systems  and  orthography.  To  ad-
dress  this  critical  question,  we  can  state  that  words  when  written  by
hand grow like L-systems. Indeed, when a person writes a symbol, he
starts  at  one  point  and  then  “grows”  the  symbol  on  the  plane,  and
this  action  is  nothing  more  than  an  imitation  of  a  regular  L-system.
Although this statement seems to be very intuitive, there are some ref-
erences supporting our statement, and finding more appropriate refer-
ences needs a deep knowledge in the history of writing systems and its
bibliography; see for instance [27–29].

In  order  to  form  the  poem  “Neyname,”  first  the  related  rules  for
the words should be extracted. The easiest way to achieve this aim is
to draw the Persian alphabet on a sheet of grid paper; this makes the
extraction  of  rules  satisfactory.  There  is  a  critical  problem:  how  to
deal with the correct shape of Persian words that have dot(s). The fun-
damental  turn  in  the  rules  is  a  90◦  turn,  which  leads  to  a  bad  shape,
as is illustrated in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. The problem with the dot’s placement in the middle of the “ ”

character. (a) Left alignment of the dot; (b) right alignment of the dot; and (c)
deforming the shape of the dot. 

In  order  to  resolve  this  problem,  two  solutions  are  proposed.  The
first  solution  is  to  draw  the  dot  in  a  neighbor  cell  and  change  the
dot’s  alignment,  which  is  the  easiest  solution,  or  to  deform  the  shape
of the dot. However, this solution leads to deformation of the Persian
characters  (see  Figure  1(c)).  The  second  solution  is  to  change  the  an-
gle  of drawing  in the  string from  a 90°  turn to  a 45°  turn. This  solu-
tion has two advantages, which are: (a) resolving the problem of draw-
ing  the  diacritical  mark  in  case  of  misplacement  or  deformation;  and
(b) better shaping of all the characters of the Persian alphabet, which
makes  it  closer  to  realistic  orthography.  The  result  of  using  this  solu-
tion is illustrated in Figure 2(a). Despite the mentioned advantages of
using a 45° turn in the visual forming of Persian orthography with an
L-system,  a  new  problem  emerges:  one  must  return  to  the  baseline  in
order  to  continue  drawing  the  rest  of  the  word,  as  many  Persian
words have dissociation. 
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(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 2. (a) Better orthography of the “ ” word using 45◦ turns in the

rule of an L-system. (b) Procedure of synchronizing top-down and bottom-up
movement for characters that have a tooth-like shape. (c) The problem of re-
turning to the baseline using 45◦ turns.

This problem arises in the case of using the 45◦ turn, which results
in the production of horizontal, vertical, and diagonal directions. The
vertical and horizontal directions have length 1; however, the length
of the diagonal direction is approximately 0.7. To solve this problem,
we propose a synchronization between top-down and bottom-up
movement; see Figure 2(b), which shows one of the tooth-like shapes
of the “ ” character. In some characters, when moving from
the baseline to the bottom of the character orthogonally and return-
ing to the baseline vertically, the end of the character would not be on
the baseline. In this type of character, the procedure of movements is
automatically synchronized; however, in a character like “ ,” when
movement takes place to the bottom of the baseline, the only way is
to move back to the baseline orthogonally on the drawn character us-
ing “f” (see Figure 2(c)). Afterward, other characters can be drawn
based on the designed string. The differences between the methods of
returning to the baseline are as follows. Although the second string is
longer, it helps with drawing the Persian/Arabic characters more
naturally:

Start string of the " " character straight movement :

F-F-F-F-F-F-FFFFF-FF--FFF++FFF
Start string of the " " character orthogonal method :

F-F-F-F-F-F-F-FFFFF-FF----ff+ffff+++fffffFFF.
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Another novelty is in introducing a family of complexities called
“absolute complexity” and “relative complexity.” To calculate these
complexities, first we rewrite rules in a compressed format; then
counting the length of the start and rule of each grammar leads to ob-
taining absolute complexity, and the division of absolute complexity
by the number of characters in the Persian spelling of words leads to
calculating relative complexity. Figure 3 shows the absolute complex-
ity of the words of the “Neyname” in comparison with its relative
complexity.

Dehshibi et al. [23, 24] mentioned that there are several issues that
cause the length of the Start string to increase abnormally. The charac-
ters written below the baseline have a longer Start string, for example,
“ ,” “ .” The main reason is that there is a return to the baseline
while finishing the visual forming of the character. Persian orthogra-
phy is cursive, so we were forced to use a longer Start string. For ex-
ample, the word “ ” is less chopped-off than the word “ ,” so it
needs a shorter Start string.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. Absolute complexity (vertical axis) in comparison with relative com-
plexity (horizontal axis). (a) Start string; (b) Rule string.
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Persian Orthography Using L-Systems3.

In order to implement Persian sentences, first the rules of forming the
alphabet should be extracted. The rules can be derived manually by
drawing the Persian alphabet on graph paper. Thirty-two letters  of
the modern Persian alphabet are tabulated in Table 1. With respect to
the fact that Persian script is cursive, the appearance of a letter would

Table 1. Persian alphabet and its permutations.
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be changed based on its position. There are four kinds of appearance
(permutation), as follows: isolated, initial (joined on the left of a
word), medial (joined on both sides), and final (joined on the right).

In order to form a Persian sentence with L-systems, the Start string
related to permutations of the Persian alphabet should be extracted,
which leads to the construction of 155 rules. The initial step is sketch-
ing on graph paper. However, in the case of forming words as well as
sentences, several challenges are raised. We will describe these chal-
lenges as well as their solutions in Section 3.1.

Issues and Solutions in Persian Orthography3.1

Dehshibi et al. [23, 24] proposed a 45° turn for the formation  of
words to reach a natural graphical orthography. The proposed
method for the tooth-like letters, however, does not work for the char-
acters that are placed in the initial position of the word, for example,
“ .” It also does not work for sentence formation. The problem is
with the diagonal lines in each character that lead to misplacement of
words and sentences; that is, the word or sentence forms in such a
way that the initial character is on the baseline and the rest will be
placed above the baseline. Figure 4(a) illustrates the graphical form of
the “ ” character.

(a) (b)

Figure 4. (a) Jagged letters outlining initial state. (b) Tooth-like characters
start with an imaginary path when they appear at the beginning of a word.

The keys to resolving these problems were considering a complete
tooth-like character in which the movement from the baseline to the
peak is hidden, that is, using the “f” character. This solution is de-
picted in Figure 4(b). Extending this solution to forming a sentence
happens by adding a “-f” to the beginning of the rules. In terms  of
forming all Persian characters, we have characters such as “ ” and
“ ,” whose return to the baseline consumes a large number of “f”
symbols. As a consequence, the length of their Start string grows ab-
normally. Figure 5 shows these characters.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5. (a) The letter “ ,” which is produced with L-systems. Start string is:
F-F-F-F-F-F-f -F---f f f+F--F--F--F+f f f --f+F+F F+F F+F+F+F++++f -f -f -
f f -f f -f+++f .  (b)  The  letter  “ ,”  which  is  produced  with  L-systems.  Start

string is: -f++ F-F-F--F F++++ F F++ F+F+F++ F F++ f f++ f+++++f . 

Proposed Algorithm3.2

Even  after  these  problems  had  been  overcome,  there  were  still  issues
with  implementation.  The  main  problem  is  decoding  inputs,  as  they
are Persian characters and must be interpreted in such a way that the
proposed  system  is  a  cross-platform  one.  Another  problem  is  finding
the  permutation  of  the  input  character,  that  is,  isolated,  initial,  me-
dial, or final. Pseudocode of the proposed algorithm follows.

Get the input sentence and assign it to an array.1.

Define  a  matrix  with  two  rows  and  n  columns,  where  n  is  the  size  of
the input sentence.

2.

Parsing  the  input  sentence  so  as  to  fill  the  first  row  with  the  ASCII  of
each  character  and  the  second  row  with  a  number  between  1  and  4
based on the permutation of that character. 1 = initial; 2 = medial; 3 =
final; 4 = isolated.

3.

Extract the Start string of each cell.4.

Merge the Start strings of characters to obtain the complete rule of the
sentence.

5.

Graphical forming of the rule with an L-system parser.6.

In  order  to  clarify  the  proposed  algorithm,  we  describe  it  with  an
example.  Assume  the  input  word  is  “ ,”  which  means  “Hello.”
Codes  of  the  permutation  of  the  character  “ ”  are  tabulated  in
Table�2. 
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4 3 2 1

Table 2. Codes of the character “ ” permutations.

In order to fill the second row of the defined matrix for the sen-
tence, the following meta-rules can be used:

◼ If the ASCII code is 32, the character is a space; fill the entry with 0.

◼ If before the current character is a space and after that is a non-space
character, then fill the entry with 1.

◼ If before the current character is a non-space and after that is a space,
fill the entry with 2.

◼ If before and after the current character is a non-space, fill the entry
with 3.

◼ Finally, if before and after the current character is a space or before the
current character there is one of the characters “ ,” “ ,” “ ,” “ ,”

“ ,” “ ,” “ ,” and after that there is a space, the entry is filled by 4.

For instance the character “ ” in the “ ” word has such a situation.

According to the proposed algorithm and meta-rules, the “ ”
word will have a matrix as illustrated in Figure 6.

1605 1575 1604 1587
4 2 2 1

Figure 6. Code matrix of the “ ” word.

Finally, after fetching the rule of each entry, we have a Start string
as follows:

Start string of " ":

-f-F++++f-F-F-F-F++++f-F-F-F-F++++f-
F-FF--ffff++++FFFF--FFF--FFFF++++ffff--ffF-
F-F-F-F-F-F-F-fFF+F+FFFFFF----ffffff-f+++f.

As is evident from the aforementioned meta-rules and the overall
procedure of the proposed algorithm, it is easy to form all Persian and
also other orthography patterns. However, in the analysis of the po-
ems, graphical forms of punctuation were not considered to be
formed [30]. Adib-Soltani [31] states that punctuation entered into
the Persian language from foreign languages. He explains that in an-
cient times, complex scientific and literary Persian books did not con-
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tain  any  punctuation,  and  reading  Western  books  was  difficult  be-
cause of their dependence on punctuation. He believes that nowadays
in European languages, punctuation plays such a vital role that not fo-
cusing  on  proper  use  of  signs  may  cause  misunderstanding.  He  also
mentions  that  in  the  past  there  were  no  such  problems  in  the  Persian
language,  and  that  only  in  the  past  100  years  have  these  signs  been
adopted  from  foreign  languages.  Khayam  [32]  points  out  that  for  a
long  period  of  time,  Persian  texts  were  written  without  using  any
punctuation,  while  nowadays  for  writing  different  texts,  punctuation
marks are widely utilized. He emphasizes that one must pay attention
to  differentiating  the  signs  from  the  words  and  also  mentions  that
some signs may cause big problems. Yahaghi and Naseh [33] mention
that the usage of punctuation in the Persian language does not have a
long history, and is common in the current century based on Western
texts. They emphasize that one should avoid using punctuation marks
less or more than is needed. Hence, if we decide to analyze Persian lit-
erature  of  the  current  decade,  it  is  worth  considering  punctuation,
which  has  important  effects  on  the  meaning  of  a  text.  However,  as
our focus is to cover a long period of this language, punctuation does
not have critical effects. 

Experimental Result and Discussion4.

In  order  to  reach  a  correct  conclusion  about  the  changes  in  the  Per-
sian  language  during  different  eras,  a  series  of  experiments  has  been
conducted  on  four  Persian  poems.  The  main  reason  for  selecting  po-
ems is the saying that “as a poet speaks with a language, the language
will not die” and Goethe’s belief that “Persian literature is one of the
four  pillars  of  human  literature”  [34].  Several  analyses  have  been
done  that  comprise  relative/absolute  complexities,  degree  of  non-con-
structability, generative complexity, morphological richness, and a set
of  time  series  analyses.  We  will  describe  all  sorts  of  analyses  in  the
forthcoming  subsections.  However,  before  starting,  it  is  worth  illus-
trating  the  results  of  Persian  orthography  based  upon  the  defined
meta-rules.  Figure  7  illustrates  the  first  verse  of  four  poems  by
Rudaki, Rumi, Sohrab, and Yas [35].

Abu  Abdollah  Jafar  ibn  Mohammad  Rudaki,  also  known  as
Rudaki,  was  a  Persian  poet  regarded  as  the  first  great  literary  genius
of modern Persian, who composed poems in the “New Persian” alpha-
bet.  Rumi  was  a  thirteenth-century  Persian  poet,  jurist,  Islamic
scholar,  theologian,  and  Sufi  mystic.  Sohrab  Sepehri  was  a  notable
Persian  poet  and  a  painter,  considered  to  be  one  of  the  five  most  fa-
mous Persian poets to have practiced “New Poetry.” Yaser Bakhtiari,
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 7. The  first  verse  of  the  poem  by:  (a)  Rudaki,  entitled  “The  person
who is afflicted and worthy of seldom;” (b) Rumi, entitled “Every single day I
ponder  over  these  questions;”  (c)  Sohrab,  entitled  “Message  is  in  the  way;”
and (d) Yas, entitled “I am fighting.” 
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better  known  by  his  stage  name  Yas,  is  an  Iranian  rapper  who  is  the
first  rapper  authorized  to  perform  by  the  Iranian  government,  and
who became one of the most popular rappers in Iran.

One of the main concerns of this research is to select the best sam-
ples  of  the  Persian  language,  as  one  of  the  great  literatures  of
mankind [36], to show its evolution. Persian literature has its roots in
surviving  works  of  Middle  Persian  and  Old  Persian,  the  latter  of
which  date  back  as  far  as  522  BCE  (the  date  of  the  earliest  surviving
Achaemenid  inscription,  the  Behistun  Inscription)  [34].  The  bulk  of
surviving Persian literature, however, comes from the times following
the  Islamic  conquest  of  Iran,  when  the  Iranians  became  the  scribes
and bureaucrats of the Islamic empire and, increasingly, also its writ-
ers  and  poets.  While  initially  overshadowed  by  Arabic  during  the
Umayyad  and  early  Abbasid  caliphates,  New  Persian  was  soon  rein-
stated  as  a  literary  language  of  the  Central  Asian  and  West  Asian
lands.  The  rebirth  of  the  language  in  its  new  form  is  often  accredited
to Rudaki and his generation, as they used pre-Islamic nationalism as
a  conduit  to  revive  the  language  and  customs  of  ancient  Iran.  So
strong  is  the  Persian  aptitude  for  versifying  everyday  expressions  that
one  can  encounter  poetry  in  almost  every  classical  work,  whether
from Persian literature, science, or metaphysics. In short, the ability to
write in verse form was a prerequisite for any scholar. For example, al-
most half of Avicenna’s medical writings are in verse. Indeed, Persian
poems  are  the  most  citable  source  of  this  great  language,  which  can
also help us to prove our hypothesis in this paper. 

Complexity Analysis4.1

To  calculate  absolute  complexity,  we  count  the  length  of  the  Start
string  as  well  as  the  Rule  of  each  grammar.  The  relative  complexity
for  the  Start  string  is  the  absolute  complexity  divided  by  the  number
of  characters  in  the  Persian  spelling  of  words,  and  the  relative  com-
plexity  for  the  Rule  string  is  the  absolute  complexity  divided  by  the
number  of  characters  in  the  Persian  spelling  of  words  that  have  dots.
Therefore, absolute and relative complexity can be calculated by equa-
tions�(1) through (3):

AbsoluteComplexity  
i1

n

F, f, + , -, (1)

RelativeComplexityStart 
∑i1
n F, f, + , -

lengthword
, (2)
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RelativeComplexityRule 
∑i1
n F, f, + , -

countdots_of_word
, (3)

where  n  is  the  number  of  symbols  in  the  string  and  lengthword

counts the number of characters in the Persian spelling of the word.
Figure  8  shows  the  absolute  complexity  of  the  words  of  these  po-

ems versus their relative complexity. With regard to the complexity of
the  whole  poem,  assume  the  poem  may  be  expressed  as

w1, w2, w3, … , wn,  where  wi  is  the  word  in  the  ith  position  and

1 ≤ i ≤ n. We calculate the complexity of each word in the poem; for
example,  if  the  complexity  of  the  word  wi  is  C(wi),  we  have  a  series

of  numbers  C(w1), C(w2), C(w3), … , C(wn),  which  represents  the

“temporal”  (as  the  poem  is  read)  complexity  dynamics  of  the  whole
poem. 

(a)

(b)

Figure 8. (continues).
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(c)

(d)

Figure 8. Absolute  complexity  (vertical  axis)  versus  relative  complexity
(horizontal axis) of whole words of the poem for the Start string. (a) “The per-
son  who  is  afflicted  and  worthy  of  seldom.”  (b)  “Every  single  day  I  ponder
over these questions.” (c) “Message is in the way.” (d) “I am fighting.”

This kind of complexity can be approximated using two measures:
“degree  of  non-constructability”  and  “generative  complexity,”  which
are calculated by equations (4) and (5), respectively: 

D  lengthStart, (4)

G  lengthcompressedRule. (5)

For  each  word  wi  we  calculate  D(wi)  and  G(wi)  and  have  two

plots, which are illustrated in Figure 9 and show irregular oscillations
in  the  course  of  the  poem.  The  idea  of  measure  D  is  borrowed  from
cellular  automata  theory,  where  a  configuration  is  called  non-con-
structable  if  it  could  not  be  reached  from  any  other  configuration  by
applying local rules of cell-state transitions [37–40]. In the context of
our  model,  the  degree  of  non-constructability  shows  how  substantial
the  part  of  the  word  is  that  cannot  be  generated  but  must  be  de-
scribed by a Start string. The generative complexity G, calculated as a
length of a compressed generative rules table, shows how difficult it is
to generate any particular word or pattern [41–43]. 
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Functions  approximating  plots  are  shown  by  solid  lines  in  Fig-
ures�8–11. We estimate the integral complexity of a poem by calculat-
ing  the  number  of  peaks,  exceeding  10  units,  on  the  functions.
Table�3 shows that the poem “Message is in the way” has the highest
overall  complexity,  as  expressed  in  changes  of  the  functions  approxi-
mating plots in Figures 8, 10, and 11. 

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 9. (continues).
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(d)

Figure 9. Absolute  complexity  (vertical  axis)  versus  relative  complexity
(horizontal axis) of whole words of the poem for the Rule string. (a) “The per-
son  who  is  afflicted  and  worthy  of  seldom.”  (b)  “Every  single  day  I  ponder
over these questions.” (c) “Message is in the way.” (d) “I am fighting.”

(a)

(b)

Figure 10. (continues).
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(c)

(d)

Figure 10. Degree  of  non-constructability  of  whole  words  of  the  poems.
(a)�“The person who is afflicted and worthy of seldom.” (b) “Every single day
I  ponder  over  these  questions.”  (c)  “Message  is  in  the  way.”  (d)  “I  am  fight-
ing.”

(a)

Figure 11. (continues).
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(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 11. Generative complexity of whole words of the poems. (a) “The per-
son  who  is  afflicted  and  worthy  of  seldom.”  (b)  “Every  single  day  I  ponder
over these questions.” (c) “Message is in the way.” (d) “I am fighting.”
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Poem

Changes in
complexity
of Start string
(Figure 8)

Changes in
non-constructability
(Figure 10)

Changes in
generative
complexity
(Figure 11)

“The person who is
afflicted and
worthy of seldom.”

9 11 8

“Every single day I
ponder over
these questions.”

10 9 8

“Message is in the way.” 12 11 10

“I am fighting.” 10 10 8

Table 3. Integral complexity of poems.

If we sort values of the compressed Start strings in each poem in an
ascending  manner,  then  we  will  see  three  distinct  classes  of  non-con-
structability (refer to Figure 10). 

Based  on  the  conducted  experiments  by  using  complexity  analysis,
it is worth concluding that: 

Surprisingly  enough,  about  six  clusters  are  evident  in  Figure 8(a)–(d),
which  can  be  the  topic  of  further  research  about  finding  the  relation-
ship  between  the  number  of  clusters  in  Persian  viseme  clustering  [44–
46] and Persian orthography. 

1.

As is evident from Figure 9, the “degree of non-constructability” graph
has  a  chaotic  visualization  from  which  doing  any  inferences  is  hard.
However,  the  graph  of  “generative  complexity”  is  somewhat  regular,
and extracting four clusters is meaningful. Cluster I contains low gener-
ative complexity and non-constructability, cluster II has high generative
complexity  and  non-constructability,  cluster  III  contains  high  genera-
tive  complexity  and  moderate  non-constructability,  and  cluster  IV  has
low generative complexity and high non-constructability. 

2.

It is reasonable to divide the plotted data in Figure 10 into three classes:
(1) low degree of non-constructability; (2) moderate degree of non-con-
structability; and (3) high degree of non-constructability. 

3.

Although  we  provided  a  sort  of  complexity  analysis  to  prove  the
initial  hypothesis  about  irregularity  in  the  temporal  evolution  of  the
Persian  language,  this  analysis  seems  to  be  unsatisfactory.  Hence,
other types of analysis have been done, which will be presented in the
next subsections. 

Statistical Analysis4.2

Let  f  and  g  be  two  rules  that  generate  patterns  (words)  Wf  and

W(g), respectively. Let Lf, g be a Levenshtein distance [47] between
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strings f  and g,  and LWf, W(g)  be  a  distance  between  patterns.

When calculating these distances, two matrices are obtained, the con-
tours of whose entries are depicted in Figure 11. In order to character-

ize  the  structure  of  the  matrix Mf, g  (see  Figure 12)  where  every

entry mf,g  c and c can be calculated by equation (6) as follows, see

Figure 13:

Lf, g  c⨯LWf, W(g). (6)

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 12. (continues).
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(d)

Figure 12. [left]  Levenshtein  distance  between  each  two  words  [right];  Leven-
shtein  distance  between  each  two  rules.  (a)  The  person  who  is  afflicted  and
worthy of seldom. (b) Every single day I ponder over these questions. (c) Mes-
sage is in the way. (d) I am fighting. 

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 13. Structure  of  the  coefficient  matrices  that  are  calculated  from  equa-
tion (6). (a) The person who is afflicted and worthy of seldom. (b) Every sin-
gle day I ponder over these questions. (c) Message is in the way. (d) I am fight-
ing. 
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Another statistical analysis that was done in our work was to calcu-
late entropy followed by “morphological richness.” In order to clarify
this  kind  of  analysis,  it  is  worth  defining  morphological  richness.
Imagine  an  array  of  black  and  white  pixels  (in  our  case,  each  word
that  has  been  formed  in  a  sentence).  A  local  neighborhood  of  each
pixel  (including  the  pixel  itself)  has  nine  pixels  (3⨯3).  Morphological
richness is calculated as the number of different configurations of 3⨯3

blocks divided by the number of all possible configurations (29). Even
though the results must give us a deep sense about the restructuring of
words  during  different  eras,  the  chaotic  nature  of  each  plot  leaves  us
far from the desired inference. Hence, the power spectrum [48] of the
entropy  of  the  obtained  morphological  richness  is  calculated  to  make
the complexity analysis sensible. 

One  important  way  to  look  at  a  signal  is  to  view  its  spectral  den-
sity  (i.e.,  the  Fourier  transform  of  the  signal).  The  Fourier  transform
views  the  signal  as  a  whole.  It  swaps  the  dimension  of  time  with  the
dimension  of  frequency.  One  can  think  of  the  Fourier  transform  as  a
combination of slow and fast oscillations with different amplitudes. A
very strong and slow component in the frequency domain implies that
there  is  a  high  correlation  between  the  large-scale  pieces  of  the  signal
in time (macro-structures), while a very strong and fast oscillation im-
plies  correlation  in  the  micro-structures.  Therefore,  if  our  signal  f(t)
represents  values  in  every  single  moment  of  time,  its  Fourier  trans-
form F(ω) represents the strength of every oscillation in a holistic way
in  that  chunk  of  time.  These  two  signals  are  related  to  each  other  by
equation (7): 

F(ω)  
-∞

∞

f(t)e-jωtdt. (7)

A  true  power  spectrum  of  a  signal  has  to  consider  the  signal  from
-∞  to ∞.  However,  we  are  not  always  able  to  observe  a  signal  that
way  or  derive  precise  functions  for  it.  We  can  define  FT(ω),  which  is

the Fourier transform of the signal in period T, and define the power
spectrum as the following:

Sf (ω)  lim
T→∞

1

T
FT(ω)

2. (8)

The power spectrum itself is the Fourier transform of the autocorrela-
tion function. The autocorrelation function represents the relationship
of long- and short-term correlation within the signal itself:

f(t)f(t + τ) 
1

2π

0

∞

Sf (ω)e
jωtdω. (9)
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The  results  of  our  analysis  are  illustrated  in  Figure  14.  The
“dominating frequencies” of the four poems, based on the time of cre-
ation,  are  0.9524,  0.8276,  0.4792,  and  0.4,  respectively.  This  reduc-
tion provides a logical conclusion in which the type of words used in
the verses of the poems has been changed. 

(a)

(b)

Figure 14. (continues).
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(c)

(d)

Figure 14. Power  spectrum  of  the  entropy  of  the  calculated  morphological
richness. (a) The person who is afflicted and worthy of seldom. (b) Every sin-
gle  day  I  ponder  over  these  questions.  (c)  Message  is  in  the  way.  (d)  I  am
fighting.

Based  on  the  evidence  in  Figures  12  (right  side),  13,  and  14,  our
findings confirm a well-known hypothesis of linguists that the Persian
language is disordered over time.
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Conclusion5.

We  presented  a  method  of  growing  sentences  of  the  Persian  language
using  the  formalism  of  L-systems.  We  believe  our  method  will  con-
tribute toward improved design of graphics and virtual reality compo-
nents with cultural context, and design of CAD software systems used
in  the  domain  of  cultural  heritage,  handicrafts,  and  the  calligraphic,
such  as  carpet  weaving.  Our  evaluations  of  generative  complexity
might open several new venues in Persian linguistics. These are related
to the complexity hierarchies of the words and the relation of the com-
plexity  hierarchies  to  the  evolution  of  the  Persian  language.  It  seems
that  morphological  richness  along  with  entropy  can  derive  a  one-to-
one  mapping  among  the  age  of  a  word,  language  evolution,  and  the
generative  complexity  of  the  word  in  a  sentence.  This  analysis  can
then  be  used  as  a  tool  in  a  “linguistic  archeology,”  and  further,  as  a
predictive  technique  for  forecasting  future  developments  in  the  Per-
sian language.

We  proposed  L-systems  as  a  tool  for  analyzing  development  of  a
written  language  over  time.  We  demonstrated  that  L-systems   can  be
used for graphical formation of a number of words in the Persian lan-
guage and derived several measures of complexity to assist in analysis
of language evolution.

Finally,  we  should  touch  on  the  topic  of  non-constructability.  In
cellular  automaton  theory  [38–40]  a  configuration  is  called  non-
constructable  or  Garden-of-Eden  [37,  49,  50]  if  it  could  not  be
reached  from  any  other  configuration  by  applying  local  rules  of  cell-
state transitions. When adopting the concept in the generation of Per-
sian  sentences  with  L-systems,  we  can  talk  about  a  degree  of  non-
constructability;  the  bigger  the  relative  length  of  a  Start  string  of  a
word,  the  higher  the  degree  of  non-constructability  of  the  word.  We
can hypothesize that the higher the degree of non-constructibility of a
word, the earlier the word emerged in the evolution of the Persian lan-
guage. We plan to check this hypothesis in further research.
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